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Abstract— Color is the main source of information
particularly for content-analysis and retrieval. Most of the color
descriptors, however, show severe limitations and drawbacks due
to their incapability of modelling the human color perception.
Moreover, they cannot characterize all the properties of the color
composition in a visual scenery. In this paper we present a
perceptual color feature, which describes all major properties of
prominent colors both in spatial and color domain. In accordance
with the well-known Gestalt law, we adopt a top-down approach
in order to model (see) the whole color composition before its
parts and in this way we can avoid the problems of pixel-based
approaches. In color domain the dominant colors are extracted
along with their global properties and quad-tree decomposition
partitions the image so as to characterize the spatial color
distribution (SCD). The proposed color model distils the
histogram of inter-color distances. Combination of the extracted
global and spatial properties forms the final descriptor, which is
neither biased nor become noisy from the presence of such color
elements that cannot be perceived in both spatial and color
domains. Finally a penalty-trio model fuses all color properties in
a similarity distance computation during retrieval. Experimental
results approve the superiority of the proposed technique against
well-known global and spatial descriptors.
Keywords-component; Spatial Color Descriptor, Contentbased Retrieval, Perceptual Color Model.

I. INTRODUCTION
Modeling the true color composition of an image can turn out to
be a powerful feature for the purpose of content-based image
retrieval (CBIR), if extracted in a perceptually oriented way and
semantically intact. Moreover, color structure in a visual scenery
is robust to noise, image degradations, changes in size, resolution
and orientation. Eventually most of the existing CBIR systems
use various color descriptors in order to retrieve relevant images
(or generally speaking the visual multimedia material); however
their retrieval performance is usually limited especially on large
databases due to lack of the discrimination power of such color
descriptors. One of the main reasons for this is because most of
them are designed based on some heuristics or naïve rules that are
not formed with respect to what humans or more specifically
human visual system (HVS) finds “relevant” in color similarity.
The word “relevance” is described as “the ability (as of an
information retrieval system) to retrieve material that satisfies the
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needs of the user“. Therefore, it is of decisive importance that
human color perception is respected whilst modeling and
describing any color composition of an image.
Accordingly, the study of human color perception and
similarity measurement within the color domain become crucial
and there is a wealth of research performed in this field. For
example in [2], Broek et. al. focused on the utilization of color
categorization (or called as focal colors) for CBIR purposes and
introduce a new color matching method, which takes human
cognitive capabilities into account. They have exploited the fact
that humans tend to think and perceive colors only in 11 basic
categories. In [14], Mojsilovic et. al. performed series of
psychophysical experiments analyzing how humans perceive and
measure similarity within the domain of color patterns. Their
experiments concluded five perceptual criteria (called as “basic
color vocabulary”) important for comparing the color patterns as
well as a set of rules (called as “basic color grammar”) governing
the use of these criteria in similarity judgment. One observation
worth mentioning here is that human eye cannot perceive a large
number of colors at the same time, nor able to distinguish similar
(close) colors well. Based on this, they show that at the coarsest
level of judgment, HVS primarily uses dominant colors (i.e. the
few colors prominent in the scenery) to judge similarity.
Henceforth, the two rules are particularly related for modeling the
similarity metrics of the human’s color perception. The first one
indicates that the two color patterns that have similar dominant
colors (DCs) are perceived as similar. The second rule states that
two multicolored patterns are perceived as similar if they possess
the same (dominant) color distributions regardless of their
content, directionality, placement or repetitions of a structural
element. In short humans focus on a few DCs and their (spatial)
distributions while judging the color similarity between images
and our ability to extract such a global color view out of a visual
scenery, no matter it is a digital image or a natural 3D view, is
indeed amazing. But, it is obvious that humans can neither see
individual pixels, nor perceive even a tiny fracture of such a
massive amount of color levels, which are present in nowadays
digital imaging technology and thus it is crucial to perform certain
steps in order to extract the true “perceivable” elements (the true
DCs and their global distributions). In other words the unperceivable elements (as we call them outliers), which does not
have significant contribution or weight over the present color
structure, in both color and spatial (pixel) domain, should be
suppressed or removed. Recall that according to two color
perception rules presented in [15], two images that are perceived
as similar in terms of color composition have a similar DC
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properties; however the color properties of their outliers might be
entirely different and hence this can affect (degrade, bias or shift)
any similarity measurement if not handled accordingly.
In order to remove the outliers and to secure the global
(perceptual) color properties, we adopt a top-down approach both
in DC extraction and modeling their global spatial distribution.
This approach is in fact phased from the well-known Gestalt rule
of perception, [26]: “Humans see the whole before its parts”,
therefore, the method strives to extract what is the (next) global
element both in color and spatial domain, which are nothing but
the DCs and their spatial distribution within the image. In order to
achieve such a (global) spatial representation within an image,
starting from the entire image, quad-tree decomposition is applied
to the current (parent) block only if it cannot host the majority of
a particular DC, otherwise it is kept intact (non-decomposed)
representing a single, homogeneous DC presence in it. So this
approach tries to capture the “whole” before going through “its
parts” and whenever the whole body can be perceived with a
single DC, it is kept “as is”. Hence the outliers (few alien pixels,
which cannot anyway be perceived in a big block of a particular
DC) can be suppressed from the spatial distribution and
furthermore, the resultant (block-wise) partitioned scheme can be
efficiently used for a global modeling and due description of the
spatial distribution. After the image is (quad-tree) decomposed,
we then represent this global spatial distribution via interproximity statistics of the DCs, i.e. the so-called color proximity
histograms. Finally a penalty-trio model uses both global and
spatial color properties and performs an efficient similarity
metric.
The proposed method is fully automatic (i.e. without any
supervision, feedback or training involved). Forming the whole
process as a Feature eXtraction (FeX) module into MUVIS
framework [10], allows us to test the mutual performance in the
context of multimedia indexing and retrieval.

II. RELATED WORK
There is a wealth of research done and still going on in
developing content-based multimedia indexing and retrieval
systems such as MUVIS [10], QBIC [7], PicHunter [4],
VisualSEEk [22], Virage [25], Image-Rover [20], VideoQ [3],
etc. In such frameworks, database primitives are mapped into
some high dimensional feature domain, which may consist of
several types of descriptors such as visual, aural, etc. From the
latitude of low-level descriptors, careful selection of some sets to
be used for a particular application may capture the semantics of
the database items in a content-based multimedia retrieval
(CBMR) system. In this paper, we shall restrict the focus on
CBIR domain, which employ only color as the descriptor for
image retrieval.
In one of the earlier works of color descriptors, Kato et. al. [9]
used the color of every corresponding pixel in two images for
comparison and the number of corresponding pixels having the
same color determines the similarity between them. Recall the
HVS fact mentioned earlier about humans inability to see
individual pixels or to perceive large amount of color levels and
hence this approach did not provide robust solutions, i.e. slight
changes in camera position, orientation, noise or lightning
conditions may cause significant degradations in the similarity

computation. Swain and Ballard [23] proposed the first color
histogram, which solves this sensitivity problem. In their work
color histograms are extracted and histogram intersection method
is utilized for comparing two images (i.e. the query and next
image in the database). Since this method is quite simple to
implement and gives reasonable results especially in small to
medium size databases, several other histogram-based approaches
emerged, such as [4], [7], [10], [16], [20], [21] and [24]. The
primary feature of such histogram-based color descriptors (be it in
RGB, CIE-Lab, CIE-Luv, or HSV) is that they cluster the pixels
into fixed color bins, which are quantizing the entire color space
using a pre-defined color palette. yet their performance is still
quite limited and usually degrades drastically in large databases.
In order to address the drawbacks of such a static quantization
scheme, various DC descriptors, e.g. [1], [5], [6], [13] and [15],
have been developed using dynamic quantization with respect to
image color content. DCs, if extracted properly according to the
aforementioned color perception rules, can indeed represent the
prominent colors in any image. They have a global representation,
which is compact and accurate and they are also computationally
efficient since only few colors that are usually present in a natural
image and perceivable by a human eye are described. In the
current work we implement a top-down DC extraction scheme,
similar to one in [5] where the method is entirely designed with
respect to HVS color perceptual rules.
One of the most promising approach among all SCD
descriptors is the color correlogram [8], which is a table where
the kth entry for the color histogram bin pair (i, j) specifies the
probability of finding a pixel of color-bin j at a distance k within a
maximum range d, from a pixel of color-bin i in an image I with
dimensions W x H. Accordingly, Ma and Zhang [11], conducted a
comprehensive performance evaluation among several
global/spatial color descriptors for CBIR and reported that
correlogram achieves the best retrieval performance among the
others, such as color histograms, Color Coherence Vector (CCV)
[17], color moments, etc. However, the computation complexity
is a critical factor for the feasibility of correlogram. The naïve
algorithm to compute correlogram takes O(WHd 2 ) , which is a
massive computation. The fast algorithm can reduce this to
O(WHd ) ; however, requiring O(WHdm) memory space (in
bytes) to store them. Apart from such severe feasibility problems,
correlogram has several limitations and drawbacks. The first and
the foremost is its pixel-based structure, which characterizes the
color proximities in pixel level. Such a high-resolution
description not only makes it too complicated and infeasible to
perform, it also becomes meaningless with respect to HVS color
perception rules simply because individual pixels do not mean
much for human eye. Furthermore, since correlogram is a pixel
level descriptor working over RGB color histogram, the outliers,
both in color and spatial domains will cause the aforementioned
feasibility problems on computational (memory and speed) cost
and storage, which makes correlogram inapplicable in many cases
or significantly degraded and limited so as to make it feasible
again. Finally using the probability alone, makes the descriptor
insensitive to the dominance of the color or its area (weight) in
the image. This is basically due to the normalization by the
amount (weight or area) of color and such an important perceptual
cue is lacking in correlogram’s description.
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III. PERCEPTUAL COLOR DESCRIPTOR IN CBIR:
PROXIMITY HISTOGRAMS
Under the light of earlier discussion, the proposed color
descriptor is designed to address the drawbacks and problems of
the color descriptors, particularly the Correlogram. In order to
achieve this, it is mainly motivated from human color perception
rules and therefore, global and spatial color properties are
extracted and described in a way HVS perceives them.
A. Formation of the Color Descriptor
As the main outline of the proposed scheme shown in Figure
1, we use a DC extraction algorithm similar to one in [5] where
the method is entirely designed with respect to HVS color
perceptual rules and configurable with few thresholds, TS (color
similarity),
max
N DC

TA (minimum

area),

ε D (minimum

distortion) and

(maximum number of DCs). As the first step, the true

max
) are
number of DCs present in the image (i.e. 1 ≤ N DC ≤ N DC

extracted in CIE-Luv color domain and back-projected to the
image for further analysis involving extraction of the spatial
properties (SCD) of DCs. Let Ci represents the ith DC class

ci is

(cluster) with the following members:

the color value

(centroid), and

wi is the weight (unit normalized area) Due to the

DC

thresholds

set

beforehand,

wi > TA , ci − c j > TS for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N DC .
During the back-projection phase, the DC, which has the
closest centroid value to a particular pixel color, will be assigned
to that pixel. As a natural consequence of this process, spatial
outliers, i.e. isolated pixel(s), which are not populated enough to
be perceivable, can emerge (e.g. see the example in Figure 1) and
should thus be eliminated. Due to the perceptual approach based
on the Gestalt rule, “Humans see the whole before its parts”, a top
down approach such as quad-tree decomposition can process the
“whole” first, meaning the largest blocks possible, which can be
described (and perceived) by a single DC, before going into its
“parts”. Due to its top-down structure, it is not degraded from the
aforementioned problems that pixel-based approaches usually do
and starting from the entire image where DCs are already backprojected it extracts the largest “rectangular” blocks, which makes
further analysis easier and more efficient than the arbitrary shape
regions. Two parameters are used to configure the quad-tree: TW ,
which is the minimum weight (dominance) within the current
block required from a DC not to go down for further partition and
max
, which is the depth limit indicating the maximum amount
DQT
of

partition

(decomposition)

allowed.

Global Color Properties: N DC and Ci :{ci , wi , σ i }
max
N DC
, TS , T A , ε D

max
DQT
and TW

DC Extraction
1- Black
2- Brown
3- Grey
4- White
5- Blue

QT Decomp.
DC Back
Projection

QT Back
Projection
Proximity Histograms
black::black

blue::black

black::blue

blue::blue

L∞
L1
norm

FeX

Image
Database
Spatial Outliers

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed color descriptor formation.

TW can

be set in accordance with TA , i.e. TW ≅ 1 − TA .

Therefore, for the typical TA setting (between 2-5%),
max
QT

conveniently set as TW ≥ 95% . Since D

TW can be

determines when to

homogenous blocks possible. For simplicity we use the former
case and accordingly a generic QT algorithm, QuadTree, can be
expressed as follows:
QuadTree (parent, depth)
¾ Let

wmax be the weight of the DC, which has the

stop the partitioning abruptly, it should not be set too low not to
cause inhomogeneous (mixed) blocks and on the other hand,
max
extensive experimental results suggest that DQT
> 6 is not

maximum coverage in parent block.

required even for the most complex scenes since the results are
max
almost identical to one with DQT
= 6 . Therefore, the typical

¾ Let B = parent
¾ For ∀p ∈ [1,.., 4] do:

max
range is 4 ≤ DQT
≤ 6 . Let

B p corresponds to pth partition of the

block B where p=0 is the entire block and 1 ≤ p ≤ 4 represents
the pth quadrant of the block. The 4 quadrants can be obtained
simply by applying equal partitioning to the parent block or via
any other partitioning scheme, which is optimized to yield most

¾ If ( wmax

> TW ) then Return.

0

p

o QuadTree ( B , depth)
¾ Return.

The QT decomposition of a (back-projected) image I can then
be initiated by calling QuadTree (I, 0) and once the process is
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over, each QT block carries the following data: its depth
max
, where the partitioning is stopped, its location in the
D ≤ DQT

Φcij (k) = ∑∑Δ(bi , bj , k)

image and the major DC, which has the highest weight in the
block (i.e. wmax > TW ) and perhaps some other DCs, which are

⎧N(b , k) −1
Δ(bi , bj , k) = ⎨ i
⎩0

eventually some spatial outliers due to their minority. In order to
remove those spatial outliers, a QT back-projection of the major
DC into its host block is sufficient. The final scheme where
outliers in both color and spatial domains are removed and the
(major) DCs are assigned (back-projected) to their blocks can be
conveniently used for further (SCD) analysis to extract spatial
color features. Note that QT blocks can vary in size depending on
the depth, yet even the smallest (highest depth) block is large
enough to be perceivable and carry a homogenous DC. So instead
of performing pixel-level analysis such as in correlogram, the
max
) can be
uniform grid of blocks in the highest depth ( D = DQT
used for characterizing the global SCD and extracting the spatial
features in an efficient way. Once the QT back-projection of
major DCs into their host blocks are completed, all QT blocks
max
) are
hosting a single (major) DC with a certain depth ( D ≤ DQT
further partitioned into the blocks in highest depth (i.e.
max
) so as to achieve a proximity histogram in the highest
D = DQT
block-wise resolution. Therefore, in such a uniform block-grid,
D max

the image I will have NxN blocks where N = 2 QT and each of
which hosts a single DC. Accordingly the problem of computing
inter-DC proximities turns out to be block distances and hence the
block indices in each dimension (i.e. ∀x, y ∈ [1, N ] ) can directly
be used for distance (proximity) calculation. Since the number of
blocks does not change with respect to image dimension(s), the
resolution invariance is, therefore, achieved (e.g. the same image
in different resolutions will have identical proximity histograms
as opposed to significantly varying Correlograms due to its pixelbased computations). As shown in Figure 2, we used L∞ norm for
block-distance

calculations.

b2 = ( x2 , y 2 ) be

two

blocks,

Let
the

b1 = ( x1 , y1 ) and
in L∞ norm,

distance

L∞ : b1 − b2 = max( x1 − x2 , y1 − y 2 ). Using the block indices,
the block distances become integer numbers and note that for a
full range histogram, the maximum (distance) range will be [1,L]
where L is N-1 in L∞ . A block-wise proximity histogram for a
DC pair ci and
hosting

cj

cj

stores in its kth bin the number of blocks

(i.e. ∀b j I (b j ) = c j , equivalent to amount of

color c j in I) from all blocks hosting

ci (i.e. ∀bi I (bi ) = ci ,

equivalent to amount of color ci in I) in a distance k. So such a
histogram clearly indicates how close or far two DCs and their
spatial distribution with respect to each other. Yet the histogram
bins should be normalized by the total number of blocks, which
can be found k blocks away from the source block bi hosting the
DC

ci

because this number will significantly vary with respect to

the distance (k) and the position of source block ( bi ). Therefore,
the kth bin of the normalized proximity histogram, Φ c j (k ) ,
c

i

between the DC pair ci and

cj

can be expressed as,

c

bi

where

bj

(1)

if bi ∈I (ci ),bj ∈I (c j ), bi −bj = k⎫
⎬
else
⎭
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Figure 2: N (bi , k ) templates in 8x8 block grid ( DQT
= 3)

for 3 range values in L∞ norm.
Note that the normalization factor, N (bi , k ) , by the total
number of neighbor blocks in distance k, is independent from the
DC distribution and hence it can be only computed once and used
for all images in the database. Figure 2 presents
N (bi , k ) templates computed for all blocks ( ∀bi ∈ I ), both
norms and some range values. In the figure for illustration
max
purposes N is kept as 8 ( DQT
= 3 ) and note that normalization
cannot be applied for those blocks where N (bi , k ) = 0 since the
range
(k)
is
out
of
image
boundaries
and
cj
hence Φ c (k ) = 0 for ∀ci .
Due
to
space
limitations
i

computational complexity analysis is skipped in this paper.

B. Retrieval via Penalty-Trio Model
In a retrieval operation in MUVIS, a particular feature of the
query image, Q, is used for (dis-) similarity measurement with the
same feature of a database image, I. Repeating this process for all
images in the database, D, and ranking the images according to
their similarity distances yield the retrieval result. The proposed
color descriptors of Q and I contain both global and spatial color
properties.

Let

CiQ and

C Ij represent

the

ith

and

jth

I
I
Q
Q
( i ≤ N DC
, j ≤ N DC
) DC classes where N DC
and N DC
are number
of DCs in Q and I respectively. Along with these global
properties, the proposed SCD descriptors of Q and I contain
c
proximity histogram ( Φ c j (k ) ). Henceforth for the similarity
i

distance computation over the proposed color descriptor, both
global and spatial color properties are used within a penalty-trio
model, which basically penalizes the following properties:
•
Pφ : The amount of different (mismatching) DCs
•

The differences of the matching DCs in:
o PG : Global color properties
o

PSCD: SCD properties

So the penalty-trio over all color properties can be expresses as,

PΣ (Q, I ) = Pφ (Q, I ) + (αPG (Q, I ) + (1 − α ) PSCD (Q, I )) (2)
where PΣ ≤1 is the (unit) normalized total penalty, which
corresponds to (total) color similarity distance and 0 < α < 1 is the
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weighting factor between global and spatial color properties.
Therefore, the proposed penalty-trio model computes a complete
distance measure from all color properties. Color (DC) matching
is the key factor here. We form two sets: matching ( S
φ

mismatching ( S ) DC classes from
each DC,

ci ∈ C i ,

c j ∈ Ci ,

in the other (i.e.

C

Q

and

C

I

M

) and

by assigning

in one set, which cannot match any DC,

ci − c j > TS

for ∀i, j ) into

S φ and the rest (with at least one match) into S M . Note
S M + S φ = C Q + C I and using the DCs in S φ , Pφ

that

i

φ

Ci ∈ S φ )
2

The dissimilarity (penalty,

≤1

Pφ

(3)
) increases proportional with the

total amount (weight) of DCs mismatching. In an extreme case
where there are no colors matching, S M = {φ } ⇒ PΣ = Pφ = 1
makes sense since color-wise two images are nothing in common
and hence entirely dissimilar. In another extreme case where all
DCs are matching, so S φ = {φ } ⇒ Pφ = 0 and color (dis)similarity will only emerge from global ( PG ) and spatial ( PSCD )
color properties of the (matching) DCs.
Typically

Pφ

contributes a certain color distance as a natural

consequence of mismatching colors between Q and I, yet the rest
of the distance will occur from the cumulated difference from the
properties of matching colors (due to global or spatial properties).
Assume without loss of generality that ith DC class in set
CiQ : {ciQ , wiQ , σ iQ } ∈ S QM matches to ith DC in set

CiI : {ciI , wiI , σ iI } ∈ S IM (i.e. via sorting one set with respect to
other). So the penalties for global and SCD properties can be
expressed as,

∑ (c
NM

NM

PG (Q, I ) = β ∑ wiQ − wiI + (1 − β )
i =1

i =1

Q
i

− ciI

Td N M

)

2

Q

⎧ 0
⎪
Δ( x − y ) = ⎨ x − y
⎪ ( x + y)
⎩

color property to another. With the combination of

Pφ

, the

penalty trio models a complete similarity distance between two
color compositions..

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments are performed to evaluate the proposed color
descriptor efficiency with respect to HVS perceptive criteria
(subjective test) and to compare retrieval (via QBE)
performances within image databases indexed by the proposed
and competing (Correlogram and MPEG-7 DCD [13], [18])
FeX modules. In the experiments performed in this section, we
used Corel_10K Image Database, which contains 10,000
images from Corel database bearing diverse contents such as
wild life, city, buses, horses, mountains, beach, food, African
natives, etc. All experiments are carried out on a Pentium-5 1.8
GHz computer with 1024 MB memory. The following parameters
are used for all the experiments performed throughout this
max
section: N DC
= 6, TA = 2%, TS = 15 for DC extraction,
max
TW = 96%, DQT
=6

min
C

T

= 45, T

min
C

for

QT

decomposition

and

= TS , α = β = 0.5 for penalty-trio model. For

Correlogram, we set RGB color histogram quantization as 3x3x3
bins with d=10.
TABLE 1: ANMRR scores of the proposed and the competing descriptors
on Corel_10K database.

Methods
Dominant Color
Auto Correlogram
Correlogram
Prox. Histogram

ANMRR
0,458
0,381
0,357
0.263

≤1

cI
⎛ Φ c Qj (k )
NM NM L
Φ c Ij (k ) ⎞⎟
⎜
ci
i
Δ⎜
−
∑∑∑
Q
Q
I
I ⎟
w
w
w
max(
,
)
max(
i =1 j =1 k =1 ⎜
i
j
i , wj ) ⎟
⎠
⎝
PSCD (Q, I ) =
≤1
N M2 L

where

represent the amount of dissimilarity occur in the color properties
and the unit normalization allows the combination in a
configurable way with weights α , β , which can favour one

can

directly be expressed as,

∑ (w
P (Q, I ) =

that PSCD computation should be independent from the effect of
DC weights since this is already taken into consideration within
PG computation. As a result the combination of PG and PSCD

(4)

if x = y = 0⎫
⎪
else ⎬⎪
⎭

where 0 < β < 1 , similar to α , is the weighting factor
between the two global color properties: DC weights and
centroids. Δ is the normalized difference operator, which
emphasizes the difference from zero – nonzero pairs (e.g. =1).
This is a common consequence when the DC pairs’ area is
relatively small but their SCD is quite different. It also suppresses
the bias from similar SCDs of two DCs with large weights. Note

TABLE 1 presents Average Normalized Modified Retrieval Rank
(ANMRR) scores as the retrieval performance criteria for the
proposed and two competing techniques. The query dataset is
prepared a priori by regarding a certain degree of color-content
coherency, that is, the content similarity can mostly be perceived
by color similarity; however a unique, one-to-one correspondence
between content and color similarities can never be guaranteed in
such natural images due to the presence of other visual cues, such
as texture, shape, etc. Nevertheless, according to ANMRR scores
presented in the table, Corel_10K database the proposed
descriptor achieves superior retrieval performance than the
competing methods, i.e. Correlogram, Auto-Correlogram and
MPEG-7 DCD combined with the quadratic distance
computation. Moreover, we observed that in the majority of the
queries (78%), the proposed method outperforms (auto-)
Correlogram whereas the figure is even higher (92%) with
MPEG-7 DCD.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed color descriptor based on proximity color
histograms utilizes the perceptual properties of the color
composition in a visual scenery in order to maximize the
description power. In other words, the so-called outliers, which
are the un-perceivable color elements, are discarded for
description efficiency. Basically a top-down approach is
performed during the extraction of the global and spatial color
properties. In this way severe problems and critical limitations of
traditional pixel based methods are effectively avoided and in
spatial domain only the perceived (visible) color components can
be truly extracted using QT decomposition. During the retrieval
phase, one-to-many color matching is performed in order to apply
the penalty-trio model over matching (and possibly fused) DC
sets. This greatly reduces the faulty mismatches and erroneous
similarity distance computations. Penalty-trio computes the
normalized differences in both spatial and global color properties
and combines all so as to yield a complete comparison between
two color compositions.
The proposed color descriptor has a major advantage of being
applicable to any database size and image resolution. Thus it does
not suffer from the infeasibility problems and severe limitations
of Correlogram. Accordingly, it achieves a significant
performance gain on ANMRR scores; however, this is still below
our expectations due to two reasons: first and the foremost
Correlogram has the advantage of describing the texture in color
images thanks to its pixel-level analysis via co-occurrence
probabilities. Yet the major reason is that color alone does not
provide complete information for content-based retrieval over
general, broad-context image databases. It has been shown that
color properties correlate with the true content only in a certain
extend, but cannot be used as a single cue to characterize the
entire content [19]. The proposed descriptor is configurable,
efficient, and applicable even to large image databases.
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